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Region 1
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406-1415

Dear Hr. Hehl,

This office has been tasked by higher headquarters, at the direction
of the House Appropriations Committee (IIAC), to study the industrial base
involved with the production of 120mm kinetic energy tank azmunition. The
HAC hah expressed concern abuut the health of the industrial base in general
and the tank ammunition base in particular. They want to be assured that the
kinetic energy ta.•k ammunitton base will be maintained adequately to ensure
that future Army requirements will be satisfied. They want the report of this
study NLT December 1, 1996.

This office's mission nt :udes doing the necessary planning and
programming to assure that facilities required for production are available
wihen needed, ready to produce. If licensing is necessary for such to h.ppen,
We w...zld provide whatever assistance we could to facilitate obtaining or
maintaining the license in question. With regard to NMI's licensing dilemma,
assuming the study cited above dictates chat N.41 should be kept viable to
ensure adequate KE task ammunition production, we would plan and program a
Production Base Support project to enable &1! to become compliant with %IRC
and/or local environmental requirements. If the study found that \,41 were no
longer needed after its current production ends in CY 1999, a project to effect
decommissioning Lurrently estimated at $S5.5I., would be requested and would be
included in the appropriate FY President's budget. subject to availability of
funds. This project would require Congressional approval.

Inasmuch as NMI currently has a production contract that runs through
..N' 1999 and is part of an ongoing study concerning future tank production
requirements and capability (to be completed within 60 days), it is recommended
that their license be extended without interruption to ensure their continued
viability. Since they are also a key contributor to the Comanche HIelicopter
Progr." -cess, their continued viability should be assured. This is
evide he enc losed memorandum from Pi Comanche.

If I can he an any further assistance, please contact me at 201-724-3560.
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Kal S. Knits
Dir tor, Svstemn Life Cycle
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